Harvard RTL Uses Beautiful Posters to Raise Student Awareness about Fetal Development and Abortion
BY Ernest Ohlhoff

This spring, student members of Harvard Right to Life are putting up seven different pro-life posters all over their campus. This annual project is designed to educate the student body about fetal development and abortion. Over 3,000 lovely posters will spruce up the campus.

Titled Elena’s First Photo Book, this year’s beautiful full-color posters chronicle the development of unborn baby Elena from a 30-hour-old embryo all the way until she is ready to be born.

Harvard Right to Life has effectively united amazing graphics with engaging and thought-provoking slogans to encourage their faculty and fellow students to think more deeply about the humanity of the unborn and the myriad complications surrounding abortion.

For example, poster #6 features a beautiful color graphic of unborn baby Elena at 20 weeks, and says “Peek A Boo!”  * “Life at 20 weeks (140 days)”  * “Life is looking good …”  * “Elena’s plans: sleep and dream!”  * “Can you believe I can dream (REM) sleep already?”

This is a project every pro-life college group should consider as part of their campus activities to raise student awareness. The posters would also make excellent displays for pro-life speeches or exhibit tables.

For further information please contact Holly Smith, advisor for National College Students for Life, at (202) 626-8809.